
Classic Film Programme: 2019-20 
All films are subtitled 

The plot summaries have been taken from the internet, usually from IMDb, Amazon or 
Wikipedia 

Chronology of this year’s films 
Theme Title Tuesdays Wednesdays 

Maggie Howell 
memorial film 

THE OUTLAW JOSEY WALES 1st Oct 2019 2nd Oct 2019 

East Asian films RASHOMON 15th Oct 2019 16th Oct 2019 

British films  KES 29th Oct 2019 30th Oct 2019 

German films FEAR EATS THE SOUL 19th Nov 2019 20th Nov 2019 

Hollywood Comedies TOOTSIE 26th Nov 2020 27th Nov 2020 

Italian films CINEMA PARADISO 3rd Dec 2019 4th Dec 2019 

US independent films EASY RIDER 10th Dec 2019 11th Dec 2019 

Women Directors THE PIANO 7th Jan 2020 8th Jan 2020 

East Asian films THRONE OF BLOOD 21st Jan 2020 22nd Jan 2020 

British films  A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH 4th Feb 2020 5th Feb 2020 

German films THE ENIGMA OF KASPER HAUSER 18th Feb 2020 19thFeb 2020 

Hollywood Comedies THE PHILADELPHIA STORY 3rd Mar 2020 4th Mar 2020 

Italian films THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI CONTINI 17th Mar 2020 18th Mar 2020 

US independent films BLOOD SIMPLE 31st Mar 2020 1st Apr 2020 

Women Directors CLEO DE 5 A 7 14th Apr 2020 15th Apr 2020 

East Asian films RED SORGHUM 28th Apr 2020 29th Apr 2020 

British films  IF… 12th May 2020 13th May 2020 

German films THE LOST HONOUR OF KATHARINA BLUM 26th May 2020 27th May 2020 

British films  THE SERVANT 9th Jun 2020 10th Jun 2020 

Italian films AMARCORD 23rd Jun 2020 24th Jun 2020 

US independent films STRANGER THAN PARADISE 7th Jul 2020 8th Jul 2020 

Hollywood Comedies ANNIE HALL 21st Jul 2020 22nd Jul 2020 

 

 



Maggie Howell memorial film  
Film 1  THE OUTLAW JOSEY WALES  

USA, 1976, 130 minutes 

Date Tuesday 1st October 2019 10.30am 

Wednesday 2nd October 2019 2.00pm 

Theme Maggie Howell memorial film 

Director 

Cast 

Clint Eastwood 

Clint Eastwood, Sondra Locke, Chief Dan George 

Plot Set during and after the American Civil War, a Missouri farmer joins a Confederate 
guerrilla unit and winds up on the run from the Union soldiers who murdered his 
family. Josey Wales (Clint Eastwood) watches helplessly as his wife and child are 
murdered, by Union men led by Captain Terrill (Bill McKinney). Seeking revenge, 
Wales joins the Confederate Army. He refuses to surrender when the war ends, 
but his fellow soldiers go to hand over their weapons - and are massacred by 
Terrill. Wales guns down some of Terrill's men and flees to Texas, where he tries 
to make a new life for himself, but the bounty on his head endangers him and his 
new surrogate family. 

Reviews "In the immediate aftermath of the Civil War, atrocity has struck the nation and 
death has become second hand… The taciturn Eastwood, his face so set it might as 
well be stone, passing through a scoured landscape of drifting souls, an America 
scattered to the four winds. Yet, for all his coldness, Wales is a magnet for need, 
people attracted to some inescapable central humanity in the man. Here is where 
the film refuses the operatic, almost comic styles of Sergio Leone and Eastwood 
defines a style of his own - the man beneath the hat. He’s ably assisted by some 
characterful turns from Chief Dan George as a genial old Indian, Paula Trueman as 
a grabby old grandma, and love interest Sondra Locke, rescued from rape - a 
regular motif of rescued-women found in all Eastwood’s films." (Ian Nathan, 2000) 

 

East Asian films 

Film 2 RASHOMON  
Japan, 1950, 90 minutes 

Date Tuesday 15 October 10.30am 

Wednesday 16 October 2.00pm 

Theme East Asian films 

Director 

Cast 

Akira Kurosawa 

Toshiro Mifune, Takashi Shimura, Machiko Kyo, Masayuki Mori 



Plot RASHOMON is a Japanese crime drama with both philosophical and psychological 
overtones. A rape and murder in a forest is reported by four witnesses, each from 
their own point of view. Who is telling the truth? What is truth? RASHOMON 
investigates the philosophy of justice. 

Review “There's a showboat performance from Toshiro Mifune as the swaggering yet 
hollow bandit desperate to live up to his reputation, but it's Akira Kurosawa's 
direction that commands the attention as the mood ranges from the savage to the 
wistful to the comic. Its cynical neatness perhaps lodges it a notch down from 
masterpiece level, but still outstanding. It was adapted for American and British 
television in 1960 and 1961, with Western actors playing Japanese under the 
direction of Sidney Lumet and Rudolph Cartier … and imitated so often in episodes 
of everything from The Simpsons to The X-Files that you can pitch something as ‘a 
Rashomon story’.” (Kim Newman, 2007) 

 

Film 16 RED SORGHUM  
China, 1987, 90 minutes 

Date Tuesday 28 April 10.30am 

Wednesday 29 April 2.00pm 

Theme East Asian films 

Director 

Cast 

Yimou Zhang 

Gong Li, Wen Jiang, Liu Ji 

Plot When a leprous winery owner in 1930s China dies a few days after his arranged 
marriage, his young widow is forced to run the winery to make a living while 
contending with bandits, her drunkard lover, and the invading Japanese army.  

Review “All of the events … in the film have had the feel of a twice-told fable, an old 
family story passed down from generation to generation. Then RED SORGHUM 
takes an unexpected turn into realism, as World War II begins and Japanese troops 
invade the area… The workers revolt against the Japanese, and after their uprising 
is crushed, the Japanese order two of the local people skinned alive in front of the 
others. This sequence, shocking in its detail, is a dramatic change from the fable 
that went before... The cinematography in RED SORGHUM has no desire to be 
subtle, or muted; it wants to splash its passionate colors all over the screen with 
abandon, and the sheer visual impact of the film is voluptuous. If the story is first 
naive and then didactic, that is one of the film's charms; Hollywood doesn't make 
films like this anymore.” (Roger Ebert, 1989) 

 

Film 9 THRONE OF BLOOD  
Japan, 1957, 105 minutes 

Date Tuesday 21 January 10.30am 

Wednesday 22 January 2.00pm 



Theme East Asian films 

Director 

Cast 

Akira Kurosawa 

Toshiro Mifune, Minoru Chiaki, Isuzu Yamada 

Plot Returning to their lord's castle, samurai warriors Washizu and Miki are waylaid by 
a spirit who predicts their futures. When the first part of the spirit's prophecy 
comes true, Washizu's scheming wife, Asaji, presses him to speed up the rest of 
the spirit's prophecy by murdering his lord and usurping his place. Director Akira 
Kurosawa's resetting of William Shakespeare's Macbeth in feudal Japan is one of 
his most acclaimed films. 

Review “An adaptation of Shakespeare's Macbeth that turned 'the Scottish play' into a 
ravishingly visual exploration of the warrior traditions of Japanese myth. It was … 
TS Eliot's favourite film. The drama is presented with stark economy, its words 
subservient to the slow exposition of its plot, and the characterisation admittedly 
less subtle than Shakespeare's. But I doubt the Bard would have turned in his 
grave. Kurosawa's parallel eloquence matches Shakespeare's so completely that it 
even outshines that of Verdi's musical version.” (Derek Malcolm, Guardian, 1999) 

 

 

British films 

Film 3 KES  

British, 1969, 109 minutes, in English 
Date Tuesday 29 October 10.30am 

Wednesday 30 October 2.00pm 

Theme British films 

Director 

Cast 

Ken Loach 

Colin Welland, David Bradley, Brian Glover 

Plot Billy lives a bleak life in industrial South Yorkshire and expects to leave school with 
no prospects except to go down the local pit. There is nothing in his life except his 
pet kestrel which transforms his life. This is no boy and his pet story, but an 
unsentimental account of the life of a Northern, working-class teenager. Billy is 
bullied by his older brother and neglected by his mother, his poor school 
performance suggesting a future life as a coal miner. The discovery of a young 
kestrel falcon transforms his outlook as he starts reading books on falconry with 
the help of his English teacher. This was Loach’s second film (after POOR COW) 
and set him on his life’s path of producing films representing working-class 
characters with sympathy and political passion. The film received wide critical 
acclaim. 

Reviews “One of the best and most moving films of recent years.” (Roger Ebert) 



 

Film 10  A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH  

British, 1946, 100 minutes 

Date Tuesday 4th February 10.30am 

Wednesday 5th February 2.00pm 

Theme British films 

Director 

Cast 

Powell & Pressburger 

David Niven, Kim Hunter 

Plot Classic fantasy from Powell and Pressburger in which an RAF pilot must argue for 
his life in a celestial trial after a mix-up sees him survive a fall from his plane.  
When Peter Carter (David Niven)’s plane is struck on his way back to England from 
a bombing mission and his parachute destroyed, he prepares himself for death.  
Incredibly, however, he awakes safely on the ground the next day. It turns out 
that the emissary sent to carry him to heaven, Conductor 71 (Marius Goring) was 
unable to locate him in the fog, but has now arrived to take him to the next world. 
Carter refuses to go, having fallen in love with the radio operator June (Kim 
Hunter) who talked to him while the plane was going down. A trial is convened in 
heaven to see if Carter should be allowed to live on. Will the pilot be able to 
convince the court that his love for June is strong enough that he should be given 
another chance? 

Reviews “Their most romantic and magical film to date” (BFI Online) 

 

Film 17 IF…  

British, 1969, 112 minutes 

Date Tuesday 12th May 10:30am 

Wednesday 13th May 14:00 

Theme British films 

Director 

Cast 

Lindsay Anderson 

Malcom McDowell 

Plot The Palme d’Or-winning British classic. The film centres on Mick Travis, 
magnetically portrayed by Malcolm McDowell.  Superbly marrying fantasy and 
more realistic elements, IF… is packed with iconic and often quite surreal 
moments, leading right up to the famed and indelible ending that sticks long in 
your mind once the credits have rolled. A strong, powerful influence for many who 
followed it, IF… is powered by Malcolm McDowell’s outstanding performance 
(which would earn him the part in Stanley Kubrick’s A CLOCKWORK ORANGE).  
Perhaps the greatest compliment to IF…, though, is that, decades after its initial 



release, it is not only recognised as one of the finest British films ever made, but is 
regarded in many quarters as a classic of cinema. 

Reviews “The years may have robbed it of some of its power, but IF… still deserves the 
reputation as one of the best films to have come from these shores, a subversive, 
anti-authoritarian masterpiece” (BBCi) 

 

Film 19 THE SERVANT 

British, 1963, 116 minutes  

Date Tuesday 9th June 10.30am 

Wednesday 10th June 2.00pm 

Theme British films 

Director 

Cast 

Joseph Losey 

Dirk Bogarde, James Fox, Wendy Craig, Sarah Miles 

Plot Tony (James Fox) a wealthy young Londoner, hires Hugo Barrett (Dirk Bogarde) as 
his manservant. Barrett appears to slip easily into his new job, and he and Tony 
form a respectful bond, as they play their master/servant roles. The relationship 
begins shifting, however, and it changes more dramatically with the introduction of 
Susan (Wendy Craig), Tony's girlfriend, who is suspicious of Barrett from the start, 
and who quickly grows to loathe him as Barrett interferes in their relationship. 
Barrett later brings Vera (Sarah Miles), whom he presents as his sister, into Tony's 
household as a maidservant, but it emerges that Vera is actually Barrett's lover. 
Through Barrett's and Vera's games and sexual machinations, Tony becomes more 
and more dissipated and Barrett becomes overbearing and manipulative. In the 
final scene, Tony has become wholly dependent on Barrett, now the ‘master’, and 
Susan is exiled permanently from the house. 

Reviews “Insidious story of moral degradation as a corrupt and manipulative manservant 
becomes master over his employer and ruins his life. A superb study of brooding 
decadence.” (Leonard Maltin, Movie Guide) 

 

 

New German Cinema of the ‘70s  
Film 4  FEAR EATS THE SOUL  

German, 1974, 93 minutes  

Date Tuesday 19th November 10.30am 

Wednesday 20th November 2.00pm 



Theme New German Cinema of the ‘70s 

Director 

Cast 

Rainer Fassbinder 

Brigitte Mira, El Hedi ben Salem 

Plot Cleaner Emmi (white Polish, German) falls in love with immigrant Ali (Moroccan), 
20 years her junior. They are confronted by the racist resentment of the middle 
classes of post war Germany. The film is heavily inspired by Douglas Sirk’s ALL THAT 
HEAVEN ALLOWS (1955), where an upper class widow falls in love with a young 
gardener, much to the chagrin of her family and community. Brigitte Mira plays 
Emmi, a widowed cleaning lady who one sad rainy night stops at a bar frequented 
by immigrants. A lonely young Moroccan man nicknamed Ali (played by 
Fassbinder’s partner El Hedi Ben Salem), gallantly asks her to dance. They go home 
together, fall in love and to pre-empt her landlord’s assumption that she is illegally 
subletting the apartment to him, she defiantly announces that they are getting 
married. It causes consternation among her grownup children and racist son-in-law 
(played by Fassbinder himself). Emmi reveals that she was a Nazi party member 
during the war, never apologises for her past, never hints her feelings for Ali are in 
some way redemptive. She is just transported by love, and her contempt for the 
gossips and bigots who disapprove. But their love is not easy and the cultural 
differences are significant. 

Reviews “The performances of Brigitte Mira and El Hedi Ben Salem are superb; they act with 
instant sympathy and charm and in their own way, they are the most purely 
loveable characters I have ever seen on a movie screen. When Ali tells Emmi not to 
think too much: “Viel denken, viel weinen” [much thinking, much crying] it is heart-
rendering. It is a triumph of intersectionality – as no one used to say in 1974 – and 
a triumph of love.” (Peter Bradshaw, review on the re-release of the film as part of 
a retrospective at the BFI 2017) 

 

Film 11 THE ENIGMA OF KASPER HAUSER 

German title: “Every Man for Himself and God Against All” 

German, 1974, 110 minutes   

Date Tuesday 18th February 10.30am 

Wednesday 19th February 2.00pm 

Theme New German Cinema of the ‘70s 

Director 

Cast 

Werner Herzog 

Bruno S, Walter Ladengast 

Plot Kasper Hauser is a real historical figure who in 1828 appeared in a town square in 
Nuremberg barely able to walk or talk, clutching a Bible and an anonymous letter. 
An unknown captor kept him locked up in a cellar for the first 16 years of his life. 
He is taught to speak and reason by kindly townsfolk and taken up by fashionable 



society. 

Reviews “Remarkably played by Bruno S. a former mental-health inmate, he is arguably a 
figure to compare to Greystoke or the Elephant Man, a test case for finding nobility 
and perfectibility in any human being, or more importantly in the human society in 
which he finds himself, But perhaps now our attention turns to the mystery of 
young Kasper’s incarceration, and the question is more about an essential 
humanity that can survive mistreatment. Either way, it is an unmissable film.” 
(Peter Bradshaw, Guardian)    

“Herzog is concerned with Kasper as an innocent thrust into the social, and ethical 
straightjacket we call civilisation. This enables Herzog to say what he sees as the 
human condition. However the film focuses on moments of intimate interaction 
over scenes of “big” statements. We share Kasper’s bemusement at what he 
encounters in his “new” life. But he’s human, we feel how much of his 
disenchantment with civilisation is shared both by the actor playing Kasper and by 
Herzog. Herzog is not known for movies that touch the heart, but in this tour of a 
very particular land of silence and darkness he did precisely that.” (Geoff Andrew, 
BFI) 

 

Film 18 THE LOST HONOUR OF KATHARINA BLUM 

German, 1975, 106 minutes  

Date Tuesday 26th May 10.30am 

Wednesday 27th May 2.00pm 

Theme New German Cinema of the ‘70s 

Director 

Cast 

Margarethe von Trotta & Volker Schlöndorff (husband and wife team who 
shared both the writing and directing) 

Angela Winkler, Dieter Laser, Mario Adorf 

Plot Taken from the novel by Heinrich Böll, it is about the systematic victimisation of a 
poor but proud young woman, who works as a housekeeper and waitress and has 
the bad luck to pick up for one night stand, a man suspected by German police of 
being a terrorist. Her privacy and honour are destroyed by the police, the press 
and the community. She finally can’t handle any more and goes after the press 
that has been hounding her. 

Reviews “A cautionary tale of what could happen if a ruling government has too much 
power, and they use the fear of the people and a collaborative press corps to 
spread lies and maintain control. Libel is not a problem, and neither are wiretaps 
and intrusive investigations into the minutia of the lives of regular citizens. These 
are the acts of patriots, are they not? Katharina Blum, played with an almost blank-
slate caginess by Angela Winkler, is a regular young woman working as a maid in 
West Germany. One night at a party she meets the dashing Ludwig whom she 
allows to take her home. By morning, the police are breaking through her door, 



accusing her of collaborating with a terrorist. 

“Not that this matters once Katharina's story becomes fodder for the tabloid press. 
The real collusion is between a sleazy reporter (Dieter Laser) and the Kommissar 
(Mario Adorf) in charge of Katharina's arrest. The police want her to tell him where 
Ludwig is hiding, and she refuses to tell him anything. They leave it to the reporter 
to fill in the gaps fictitiously, doctoring quotes, making up stories and making 
Katharina look like an unpatriotic slut, printing the story as “official facts”. The 
directors’ point is: why worry about the facts when you can bundle it up in a 
scapegoat’s cloth. The author and film directors saw that if you treat people as if 
they are thieves, they will ultimately steal from you, having nothing left to lose. 
Escalate the dirty deeds you accuse them of, and the resulting creation will match.” 
(Jamie S Rich, 2008) 

 

 

Women Directors 
Film 8 THE PIANO 

New Zealand, 1993, 120 minutes  

Date Tuesday 7th January 10.30am 

Wednesday 8th January 2.00pm 

Theme Women Directors 

Director 

Cast 

Jane Campion 

Holly Hunter, Sam Neill, Harvey Keitel 

Plot Set in the 1850s, THE PIANO is decidedly not a historical costume drama. After a 
long voyage from Scotland, pianist Ada McGrath (Holly Hunter) and her young 
daughter Flora (Anna Paquin) are left with all their belongings, including a piano, 
on a New Zealand beach. Ada, who has been mute since childhood, has been sold 
into marriage to a local land-owner, Alisdair Stewart (Sam Neill). Making little 
attempt to relate to Alisdair, Ada is mortified when he sells her piano to his 
Maori-friendly acquaintance, George Baines (Harvey Keitel). George manipulates 
Ada into a relationship, leading to tense, life-altering conflicts. 

Reviews “It is one of those rare movies that is not just about a story, or some characters, 
but about a whole universe of feeling.” (Robert Ebert) 

“The emotions are deep, fierce, primordial. Sexuality overwhelms the film's 
characters like ocean waves blasting against a cliff-side.” (Michael Wilmington, 
Chicago Tribune) 

“Campion has spun a fable as potently romantic as a Bronte tale. But THE PIANO 
is also deeply cinematic.” (Richard Corliss, Time Magazine) 



Film 15 CLEO DE 5 A 7  

France, 1962, 90 minutes  

Date Tuesday 14th April  19th 10.30am 

Wednesday 15th April 2.00pm 

Theme Women Directors 

Director 

Cast 

Agnès Varda 

Corinne Marchand 

Plot Beautiful and self-absorbed pop singer Cléo (Corinne Marchand) has two hours to 
wait until the results of her biopsy come back. She could have cancer. After an 
ominous tarot card reading, she visits her friends, all of whom fail to give her the 
emotional support she needs. In an early example of Varda’s French New Wave 
documentary style, Varda’s camera follows Cléo as she wanders aimlessly around 
Paris, finally arriving in a park. Here she finds comfort from a soldier, a stranger on 
a park bench, on leave from the Algerian War. His life put hers into some kind of 
perspective. As they talk and walk, Cléo comes to recognise her selfishness and 
narcissism, finding some peace of mind before she goes back for the results 
accompanied by the soldier. 

Reviews “Agnès Varda's 1961 classic underscores its claim to be a pioneering glory of the 
French new wave. Corinne Marchand is Cléo, a beautiful singer and glamorous 
young woman-about-town; in a kind of real time, we follow her eventful Paris whirl 
from 5 to 7pm one evening. Cléo befriends a young soldier (Antoine Bourseiller) 
about to ship out to Algeria – does he face his own death sentence? – and when 
they leave together to hear the results of Cléo's tests, it is an extraordinary, 
ambiguous moment. The Parisian street-scapes are beautiful and thrilling, and the 
tarot scene at the beginning, combined with overheard fragments of anxious city 
lives, give this something of TS Eliot. A farcically comic film-within-a-film sequence 
shows Jean-Luc Godard in a larky cameo.” (Peter Bradshaw, Guardian) 

 

 

Hollywood Comedy films  
Film 5 TOOTSIE  

USA, 1982, 112 minutes, in English 

Date Tuesday 26 November 10.30am 

Wednesday 27 November 2.00pm 

Theme Hollywood Comedies 

Director Sydney Pollack 



Cast Dustin Hoffman, Teri Garr, Jessica Lange 

Plot  Michael Dorsey, an unsuccessful actor, disguises himself as a woman in order to 
get a role on a trashy hospital soap. Dorsey (Dustin Hoffman) is an unemployed 
actor with an impossible reputation. In order to find work and fund his friend's 
play he dresses as a woman, Dorothy Michaels, and lands the part in a daytime 
drama. Dorsey loses himself in this woman role and essentially becomes Dorothy 
Michaels, captivating women all around the city and inspiring them to break free 
from the control of men and become more like Dorsey's initial identity. This 
newfound role, however, lands Dorsey in a hot spot between a female 
friend/'lover,' a female co-star he falls in love with, that co-star's father who falls 
in love with him, and a male co-star who yearns for his affection. 

Reviews “A priceless comedy, as sharp as it is rounded.” (New York Times) 

 

Film 12 THE PHILADELPHIA STORY  

USA, 1940, 112 minutes, in English 

Date Tuesday 3 March 10.30am 

Wednesday 4 March 2.00pm 

Theme Hollywood Comedies 

Director 

Cast 

George Cukor 

Cary Grant, Katharine Hepburn, James Stewart, Ruth Hussey 

Plot  When a rich woman’s ex-husband and a tabloid-type reporter turn up just before 
her planned remarriage, she begins to learn the truth about herself. Classic 
romantic comedy starring Katharine Hepburn, Cary Grant and James Stewart.  
Wealthy Philadelphia socialite Tracy Lord (Hepburn) is set to marry the politician 
and businessman George Kittredge (Howard) but her wedding plans are 
complicated by the arrival of her irresponsible ex-husband C K Dexter (Grant), with 
magazine reporter Macauley Connor (Stewart) and photographer Liz Imbrie 
(Hussey) in tow. Tracy resolved to give them a story they will never forget but 
finds herself re-evaluating her life choices in the process.  The film was re-made 
as the musical HIGH SOCIETY in 1956 starring Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra and Grace 
Kelly. 

Reviews “George Cukor’s masterly adaptation of Philip Barry’s popular theatrical farce 
nestles snugly in the pantheon of wise-cracking favourites among such perennial 
classics as BRINGING UP BABY and HIS GIRL FRIDAY.” (BBCi) 

 

 

 



Film 22 ANNIE HALL  

USA, 1977, 97 minutes 

Date Tuesday 21 July 10.30am 

Wednesday 22 July 2.00pm 

Theme Hollywood Comedies 

Director 

Cast 

Woody Allen 

Woody Allen, Diane Keaton 

Plot  Neurotic New York comedian Alvy Singer falls in love with the ditzy Annie Hall. 
Considered to be Woody Allen’s breakthrough movie, Annie Hall won four Oscars® 
including Best Picture and established Allen as the premier auteur filmmaker.  
Alvy Singer (Allen) is one of Manhattan’s most brilliant comedians, but when it 
comes to romance his delivery needs a little work. Introduced by his best friend, 
Rob, Alvy falls in love with the ditzy but delightful nightclub singer Annie Hall 
(Diane Keaton). When Alvy’s own insecurities sabotage the affair, Annie is forced 
to leave Alvy for a new life - and lover (Paul Simon) - in Los Angeles. Knowing he 
may have lost Annie forever, Alvy is willing to go to any lengths, even driving L.A.’s 
freeways, to recapture the only thing that ever mattered - true love 

Reviews “[In ANNIE HALL Allen] completed the journey from comic to humourist, from 
comedy writer to wit [and] from inventive moviemaker to creative artist.” 
(Saturday Review) 

 

 

Italian films 

Film: 6 CINEMA PARADISO  
Italy, 1988, 123 minutes 

Date Tuesday 3 December 10.30am 

Wednesday 4 December 2.00pm 

Theme Italian films 

Director 

Cast 

Giuseppe Tornatore 

Philippe Noiret, Enzo Cannavale, Antonella Attili 

Plot A man receives news from his ageing mother in a little town that someone he 
once knew has passed away. A beautiful story unfolds about the man's childhood 
friendship with an old man who was the projectionist at the local theatre. Their 
bond was one that contained many highlights and tragedies, and shaped the way 
for a young boy to grow and move out of his rundown village to pursue a dream.  



Review “The flammability of old acetate film plays an important part in CINEMA 
PARADISO. It's responsible for an especially overcharged melodramatic sequence, 
the kind once featured in old Rin-Tin-Tin or Lassie movies in which the faithful dog 
saves its unconscious master from a roaring inferno… CINEMA PARADISO is stuffed 
with dozens of clips and other mementos that evoke the heritage of the cinema. 
At one point or another the movie calls up Jean Renoir's LOWER DEPTHS, Luchino 
Visconti's TERRA TREMA, Chaplin, Keaton, Laurel and Hardy, Fritz Lang's FURY, 
Erich von Stroheim, Rita Hayworth, John Ford's STAGECOACH and, the high-point 
of CINEMA PARADISO, the ecstatically youthful Silvana Mangano as she dances an 
all-out mambo from the movie of the same name. This is risky business in a movie 
as soft as CINEMA PARADISO, which means to celebrate the icons of the cinema.” 
(Vincent Canby, New York Times, 1990) 

 

Film 13 THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI CONTINI  
Italy, 1970, 94 minutes 

Date Tuesday 17 March 10.30am 

Wednesday 18 March 2.00pm 

Theme Italian films 

Director 

Cast 

Vittorio de Sica 

Dominique Sanda, Lina Capolicchio, Helmut Berger 

Plot Mussolini's Italy, late 1930s: the Finzi Contini are one of the leading wealthy 
Jewish families. Their adult children gather friends for tennis and parties in their 
lovely grounds, with the rest of the world at bay, while politics close in.  

Review “Simply stated, THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI CONTINI is a dream. Not a dream in 
any conventional sense, but a dream nevertheless. It is set in Italy just before and 
during the start of World War II. The aristocratic Jewish families in the story live in 
a dream world believing fascism will leave their plush existence untouched. The 
young Jewish people in the story are full of illusions about romantic love. This 
causes them almost as much pain as their denial of the consequences of fascism…  

“Based on the autobiographical novel by Giorgio Bassani, the story starts in 1938 
when Mussolini's racial laws are beginning to take force. Like similar ones of his 
Nazi brethren, his laws start to clamp down on the rights of people of Jewish 
lineage… As the show opens, however, the law's harshness seems irrelevant to our 
protagonists. Biking through spectacular scenery, a group of affluent college 
students is the embodiment of serenity... As they make small talk at their tennis 
club, they are as innocent as forest nymphs. Their super-rich existence must be 
forever secure. ” (Steve Rhodes 2004) 

 

 

 



Film 20 AMARCORD  
Italy, 1973, 108 minutes 

Date Tuesday 23 June 10.30am 

Wednesday 24 June 2.00pm 

Theme Italian films 

Director 

Cast 

Federico Fellini 

Bruno Zanin, Magali Noel, Pupella Maggio, Armando Brancia 

Plot In an Italian seaside town, young Titta gets into trouble with his friends and 
watches various local eccentrics as they engage in often absurd behaviour. 
Frequently clashing with his stern father and defended by his doting mother, Titta 
witnesses the actions of a wide range of characters, from his extended family to 
Fascist loyalists to sensual women, with certain moments shifting into fantastical 
scenarios. 

Reviews "Fellini's most marvellous film... It's an extravagantly funny, sometimes dreamlike 
evocation of a year in the life of a small Italian coastal town in the 1930s, not as it 
literally was, perhaps, but as it is recalled by a director with a superstar's access to 
the resources of the Italian film industry and a piper's command over our 
imaginations. When Mr. Fellini is working in peak condition, as he is in AMARCORD 
(the vernacular for "I remember" in Romagna), he somehow brings out the best in 
us. We become more humane, less stuffy, more appreciative of the profound 
importance of attitudes that in other circumstances would seem merely eccentric 
if not lunatic." (Vincent Canby, New York Times) 

"It's also absolutely breathtaking filmmaking. Fellini has ranked for a long time 
among the five or six greatest directors in the world, and of them all, he's the 
natural. Ingmar Bergman achieves his greatness through thought and soul-
searching, Alfred Hitchcock built his films with meticulous craftsmanship, and Luis 
Buñuel used his fetishes and fantasies to construct barbed jokes about humanity. 
But Fellini... well, moviemaking for him seems almost effortless, like breathing, 
and he can orchestrate the most complicated scenes with purity and ease”. (Roger 
Ebert) 

 

 

US independent films 
Film 7  EASY RIDER 

US Independent, 1969, 92 minutes  

Date Tuesday 10th December 10.30am 

Wednesday 11th December 2.00pm 

Theme US independent films 



Director 

Cast 

Dennis Hopper 

Peter Fonda, Dennis Hopper, Jack Nicholson 

Plot Fonda and Hopper complete a narcotics delivery that brings them the money they 
need to hit the road toward New Orleans and Mardi Gras. Casting off their watches 
at the starting line, proceeding without deadlines or required routing, they 
encounter a variety of individuals who have, for one reason or another, chosen 
some alternative to a conventional and competitive mainstream existence. Each is 
"doing his own thing in his own time," neither good nor bad, not hurting nor 
threatening anyone.  

Fonda and Hopper also find that motel and cafe doors are closed to them on sight. 
Arrested for joining in the spirit of a small town parade, they meet drunken 
country lawyer Jack Nicholson in jail. Nicholson, in pleat front trousers and 
suspenders, is decently square in manner and speech, marked by certain of the 
attitudes of his region, yet uncommonly just in his conviction to the principles of 
individual freedom. In the film's most joyous and revealing sequence, he joins 
them on the trip, articulates the picture's theme and is martyred by the same 
repressive injustice he has cited. 

Reviews “Its central characters ride motorcycles, yet this is no chopper film. They have some 
contact with drugs, yet this is no cheap trip of matinee psychedelics. EASY RIDER is 
very likely the clearest and most disturbing presentation of the angry estrangement 
of American youth to be brought to the screen, played against the barren and 
bountiful beauties of a cross-country pilgrimage that is at once a search for freedom 
and a tragic encounter with the intolerance that corrupts the ideals of freedom. If 
EASY RIDER succeeds in illustrating a manifest disillusionment with the land of the 
free, it is because it simultaneously and clearly chronicles the idealism of its youth. 
It presents as well their anguished recognition that one group's freedom to conform 
to one mode of expression encourages that group to presume to discriminate 
against, even justify liquidation of those who would freely choose a different style.  

“Largely improvisational, yet unified by variations on a constant theme and a 
sustained allegoric outline, EASY RIDER develops episodically toward a brilliantly 
conceived and executed climax. The allegory of atonement is played out and the 
penitents, Fonda and Hopper, having parodied their last communion, fall victims to 
the same senseless and abrupt violence by strangers who see in them a threat to 
their own compromised freedom and would assault that image to prove themselves 
free. Fittingly, their murders take place against the most beautiful and fertile 
expanse of countryside they pass, a silent conflagration that trips no alarms and 
arouses no notice.” (John Mahoney, Hollywood Reporter, 1969) 

 

Film 14  BLOOD SIMPLE 

US Independent, 1984, 99 minutes  

Date Tuesday 31st March 10.30am 



Wednesday 1st April 2.00pm 

Theme US independent films (1st Sundance Film Festival won Grand Jury Prize) 

Director 

Cast 

Joel Coen, produced by Ethan Coen (this is their first film) 

M. Emmet Walsh, John Getz, Frances McDormand (her first major film part), Dan 
Hedaya John Getz, Frances McDormand 

Plot Walsh is a sleazy Texas private eye Visser, hired by brutal and emotionally 
inadequate bar owner Marty (Hedaya) to kill his unfaithful wife (McDormand) and 
her lover who serves drinks at the bar (Getz). Given a plan to implement, he 
decides to change it without warning and it quickly spirals out of control. He takes 
the bar owner’s money and then attempts to kill him. Neat, as if he killed the wife, 
he reasons, he would still have to kill the bar owner to eliminate a witness against 
him. He gets the money for killing one, not two, but it doesn’t end there! 

Reviews “The genius of BLOOD SIMPLE is that everything that happens seems necessary. The 
movie’s a blood-soaked nightmare in which greed and lust trap the characters in 
escalating horror. The plot twists in upon itself. Characters are found in situations 
of diabolical complexity. Yet step-by-step logically, one damned thing leads to 
another. It is one of the best of the modern film noirs, a grimy story of sleazy people 
trapped in a net of betrayal and double cross.  It keys into 3 common nightmares: 
1) you clean and clean but there’s still blood about, 2) you know you’ve committed 
murder but you’re not sure how or why, 3) you know you’ve forgotten a small detail 
that will get you into a lot of trouble. Those feelings are so elemental that the movie 
involves us even though we know the Coens are laughing as they devise its fiendish 
complications. In a strange way, the contrivances also help to excuse the blood and 
gore. If you are squeamish, here is the film to make you squeam.” (Roger Ebert) 

“The title refers to a state of mind whereby a person is so caught up in the need for 
violence, sex, money, revenge, or status, that she or she loses her wits and is 
destroyed. A study of the way things always go wrong when people don’t use their 
heads. It’s a cruel picture in which all four main characters get to be possible or 
actual murderers or victims and anyone is capable of doing the worst to anyone 
else.” (Kim Newman, Empire) 

 

Film 21  STRANGER THAN PARADISE 

US Independent, 1984, 90 minutes  

Date Tuesday 7th July 10.30am 

Wednesday 8th July 2.00pm 

Theme US independent films (First Sundance Film Festival won Special Jury Prize, also 
won Camera d’Or best debut film at Cannes) 

Director 

Cast 

Jim Jarmusch 

John Lurie, Richard Edson and Eszter Balint 



Plot A movie in three parts: New York, Cleveland and Florida. Eva (Balint) arrives in NYC 
from Hungary, she goes to meet her cousin Willie (Lurie) at his apartment. Willie 
makes clear she’s an unwanted nuisance. Willie’s become the American image – 
TV watching, cigarette smoking, US sports fan with no reminders of his heritage. 
Willie and friend Eddie (Eldon) are looking for the next scheme to get rich. Eva 
goes to Cleveland to a relative. Willie and Eddie decide to go there to ‘rescue’ her, 
but find it just as empty as what they left. She appears happy with the American 
scene there, hot dogs and martial arts movies, but Willie and Eddie have the 
American image of the luxuries of comfort without hard work. The three head to 
Florida to find this paradise. But there the fractured communications between 
strangers in a strange land tell much about what it means to be an American. 

Reviews “A downbeat pastoral just this side of sentimental, STRANGER THAN PARADISE is a 
celebration of hanging out, bumming around, and striking it rich—American 
(pre)occupations as deep-dyed as they are disreputable. STRANGER THAN 
PARADISE has lots of situations, if no real plot, and the action, such as it is, falls into 
three movements. Structurally, the movie is a tour de force - a succession of brief 
vignettes punctuated by opaque film stock. There are no reverse angles, no point-
of-view shots; each scene is a single take. Characters enter the frame as though it 
were a stage. Jarmusch himself has come up with the film’s best description, 
gleefully calling it “a neo-realistic black comedy in the style of an imaginary East 
European director obsessed with Ozu and The Honeymooners.” My only caveat is 
that the film seems less black comedy than vaudeville—it’s really a succession of 
blackout gags, some so absurd that you can sense the actors straining to keep from 
breaking up. 

“Jarmusch’s movie has the timeless quality of a long-running comic strip. Eva, Willie, 
and Eddie may be cartoon characters with unintelligible inner lives, but it’s just that 
enigmatic two-dimensionality that makes it so funny and gives the film, at once 
ethereal and hard-boiled, the look and feel of a classic. This is a film that goes 
beyond nostalgia toward some Platonic sense of American-ness. America is stranger 
than paradise. As Eddie says when they arrive in Cleveland, “You know, it’s funny. 
You come to someplace new, and everything looks just the same.” The Hungary that 
Willie, Eva, and Aunt Lotte have separately fled is a purely negative conception - it 
only signifies the un-America. Actually, the idea of Willie as totally Americanized is 
a prize conceit. His America is the negation’s negation. At one point, Eva takes Willie 
and Eddie to see Lake Erie. The wind is blowing, the snow is snowing, they lean over 
the rail and peer into a huge white void. It’s one of the movie’s most resonant bits. 
There really is no there there. (J Hoberman, Village Voice, 1998) 

 


